Think Ahead

ACROSS

1. Word repeated before "we all fall down," in a children's song
6. Doe's mate
10. Things to wring
14. Holler
15. Bad thing for a baby
16. Prayer conclusion
17. Let somebody use one's horse?
19. Folded fare
20. Proverbial advertiser's resource
21. Mob action
22. Novel source
24. Saves some chicken for tomorrow's lunch?
26. Not kidding
29. Prefix suggesting failure
30. Too heavy
31. "That was some boxing match!"
37. Snack
38. "It's just a ___" (hopeful parent's explanation)
39. Popular flower
40. Church builder's request to the purchasing department?
42. Takes it easy
43. Lens holder
44. Effluence conduits
45. What karaoke makes you do?
51. Blobby creature
52. Isn't, colloquially
53. At service stations, oddly, it's a liquid
56. Prepare, as pasta
57. Purloins the catalytic converter, maybe?
60. Cow's mate
61. "Paradise Lost" setting
62. Lace again
63. Eeny
64. Carbonated beverage
65. Unexplained nightly mental phenomenon

DOWN

1. Hole-making tools